H.E.P.A. VACUUM
CLEANERS
1015DAF

These absolute filter vacuums are
designed for industrial plants,
hospitals, clean rooms, nuclear
plants or wherever dangerous air or
dust pollutants exist. Triple filtration
process provides 99.99% retention
of microorganisms down to 0.12
micron size particles. Absolute filters are designed for areas where
high levels of
cleanliness are required. The
removal of asbestos and other toxic

dust is performed easily and efficiently due to the rugged
construction and rigidly inspected filtration system. Includes
pre-filters to extend the absolute filter’s capabilities
to the highest efficiency.

2015DAF
Alternative Solutions to Your Industrial Vacuum Cleaning Needs
Levels of filtration:
1. Certified absolute filter constructed of steel outer casing with filter media made of high strength
microfibred glass paper separated by corrugated aluminum sheeting that is entrapped in steel
screening for protection against damage to the media (1 included)
2. Intermediary micro filter constructed of two plys of special impaction media with sewn in elastic
top to fit around permanent filter (2 included)
3. Totally enclosed double-ply paper filter bags with specially designed fold-over self-adhesive seal
patch to prevent the hazardous material from spilling. Bags are stencilled with the OSHA
warning for safe handling. (5 included)
4 Disposable 6 mil. polyliner with OSHA markings and steel twist wires to properly package
asbestos material for removal in accordance with your local EPA regulations. (5 included)
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H.E.P.A. VACUUM
CLEANERS

SPECIFICATIONS

1015DAF

2015DAF

MOTOR

2 1/4 HP

2 1/4 HP

WATERLIFT

102

102

CFM

120

120

RECOVERABLE CAPACITY

5 GAL

15 GAL

TOTAL CAPACITY

10 GAL

21 GAL

FILTRATION SURFACE

992 sq.in.

1775 sq.in.

WET CONV. OPTION

YES

YES

POWER CORD

30’ (14/3)

30’ (14/3)

DRY TOOL KIT INCLUDED*

YES

YES

WEIGHT LBS. (net)

50

70

WEIGHT (shipping)

55

75

HEIGHT

29”

36”

TANK DIAMETER

14”

16”

*Dry tool kit includes: 10’ X 1 1/2” crushproof hose with swivel hose connector, 5’
double bend steel floor wand, 14” die-cast floor brush, 14” die-cast carpet nozzle,
11” crevice tool and 6” upholstery nozzle with brush

Optional Accessories
WET PICKUP CONVERSION KITS
#394505 16” Conversion Kit for 2015DAF
Includes Wet Conversion Kit Adaptor, Wet Pick-Up Adaptor and
Squeegee Tool

#394105 14” Conversion Kit for 1015DAF
Includes Wet Conversion Kit Adaptor, Wet Pick-Up Adaptor and
Squeegee Tool

Bringing you solutions for your cleaning problems
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